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                                 SV POLARIS

                                Apartments in Panathur

                                
  

                                    The most luxurious, stylish, and comfortable living spaces are sure to exceed your expectations. SV Polaris modern apartments offer everything from breath-taking views to state-of-the-art amenities that cater to your every need. Situated in the heart of Bengaluru's Marathahalli. SV Polaris is an excellent option, especially for IT professionals seeking a harmonious work-life balance. Its prime location allows residents to stay in close proximity to their workplace, enabling them to fulfil both personal and professional responsibilities with élan.
                                    

                                    

                                    Overall, the SV Polaris offers the perfect blend of location and comfort, making it an excellent choice. SV Polaris apartment are ingeniously designed with essential amenities, making them the ideal home for individuals seeking premium living experiences.
                                    

                                    

                                    Additionally, the surrounding area boasts world-class companies, prestigious educational institutions, and top-notch healthcare facilities, providing residents with easy access to all their daily needs.
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                    Why Choose Us

                     The prime focus of developing next generation Residential and Commercial
                        spaces.
                        Promoted by a team that has more than 3 decades of experience in the realty business.
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                        Our Ventures

                    

                    
                            
                                
                                    SV Housing

                                    With in the realty industry, was established with the prime focus of developing next generation ...
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                                    AATHAVA Food Products

                                    The leading manufacturer and distributor of mango pulp and guava pulp....
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                        One of the best constructions in electronic city. Decent amenities to live, active society, good amount of greenery around, no tall constructions in proximity.

                        Sai Teja Singamshetty
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                        Very good apartment located in a calm environment with all the amenities. The football ground is the special one for children to play. 
                        There is a temple inside the complex also. The marketing team is extremely good. They helped me throughout the process.

                        Sukanta Rout
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                        It’s one of the best properties in Bangalore. Building quality and maintenance has been top notch and also the completion of amenities are on time and they stick to their promises and adhere to it.
       
                        Allwyn
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                        This is the largest carpet area provided by any builder for a 2BHK. It is in a very prime location and connectivity is very good. Construction quality is very nice and worth buying it here.

                         Vignesh A
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                        Nice project with all Amenities like Club House, Jogging Track, Children's Play Area and Security System was super nice. Looking at the location and quality of the project is very nice and excited to enter.

                        Sainath
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                        After visiting 10-12 properties in bangalore my wife and I decided to take SV only. Because Quality of SV is very different from others.

                        Amarjeet
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                        Construction Quality, Open Spaces are excellent. The SV team approach is very cordial. Location is also very close to Hosur Road.

                        Umashankar T
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                        PHONE

                        Head Office:
 080- 29505657

                        Sales Office:
+91-9844035552, 9844035559 

                    

                    
                        E-MAIL

                        admin@svgroups.in

                    

                    
                        
                            Address

                            No.89, 3rd Floor V.M.Cosma, Karthik 
Nagar, Marathahalli, Outer Ring Road,

                                Bangalore – 560 037.
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